
SUPPORTING MY CHILD WITH

MATHS

What Can I Do At Home?



COUNTING

 Counting items – teddies, cutlery, washing, steps

 Counting forwards and backwards – counting 
down the steps on the bus, counting down the 
sleeps to a holiday

 Counting from numbers other than one – “If I am 
6 then I will be 7, 8, 9, 10, .....”

 Say the number after/number before – “Today is 
11th January, what is tomorrow?”

 Move onto counting in multiples e.g. Counting in 
2’s or 10’s.

Make it relevant!!!



PATTERNS

 Play games with a dice pattern e.g. Snakes and 

ladders (good for counting too!) or dominoes

 Show numbers with fingers “How many biscuits 

do you want?” “Show me with your fingers”  “Can 

you show me with 2 hands?”

Make it fun



OPERATIONS

 Adding and Subtracting – “If I have 3 cards and 

you have 2, how many do we have altogether?” 

(allow child to check their answer “Do you want 

to check?”)

 Multiplying and Dividing – “Can you share the 

grapes between us?” or “We have 3 books each, 

how many do we have altogether?”

 Practise times tables facts

It’s all about the experience



TIME

 Use the words today, tomorrow, yesterday when 

sequencing what we have done/will do (and days 

of the week etc.)

 Use words for measuring time e.g. minutes/hours 

and link it to relevant contexts (for example, half 

an hour is how long it takes to get to Grandma’s 

house).

 Use analogue clocks as well as digital in the 

house to help with reading time.

 Use bus timetables (or information at the bus 

stop) to help plan journeys (for 24-hour time 

practice)



MONEY

 Use money when shopping (rather than just 

cards)

 Play with money (encourage recognition of 

different coins, which is worth most? How much 

do I have altogether?)

 Encourage children to budget (give them a set 

amount of money and allow them to choose what 

they can afford to buy, rather than just buying 

them what they want)

 Allow children to pay for items in the shop and 

work out how much change they should get.



BAKING AT HOME – AN ACTIVITY WHICH

LINKS LOTS OF LEARNING

 Measurement   weighing in g/kg, 

measuring in ml/l

measuring in tsp (or ½ tsp).

 Ratio/Proportion  scaling a recipe up or down 

depending on how many portions 

we want.

 Number counting the paper cases

sharing (how many each?)

 Time how long do we need to 

bake for? when will they be ready?


